
PHILOSOPHY

“Comfort for the wearer” is the J.PRESS prime principle. This ethos 

has been adhered to since their foundation J.PRESS was established 

in 1902 by craftsman, Jacobi Press, in New Haven, America. High 

standards of tailoring, which complemented the complexities of the 

human body, enabled J.PRESS to become an established brand, 

known for its authentic TRAD style. Understandably, numerous 

stories remain with us about J.PRESS, being the style of choice for 

a number of world’s most distinguished individuals who colored our 

history. Trustworthy techniques have been passed on to successive 

generations of J.PRESS tailors, along with the continuing desire to 

adapt and evolve the style to meet the needs of the era.
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Knit 3B Baggy Blazer

Kanemasa J.press OriginalsxStyle no. BZ OA SS 0070
Composition. Cotton 31%, Polyester 69%
Color. Gray-004, Navy-075 Size. M, L
Country of origin. Japan 
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Kanemasa J.press OriginalsxStyle no. HS OA SS 0070
Composition. Cotton 47%, Polyester 53%
Color. Gray-004, Sax-073 Size. M, L
Country of origin. Japan 

Knit Typewriter Baggy Fit Shirt ST
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KANEMASA is a brand established by Kanemasa Knitted Fabric Co.,Ltd. Which was founded in 

Wakayama City, Wakayama Prefecture in 1964.

In Wakayama where is one of the largest production of knitted fabric in Japan, they have been 

constantly studying a manufacturing for over 50 years. They have established the world’s leading 

knowledge and craftsmanship, combining the only development of knitwear and the expansion of 

production equipment, from high-quality raw materials to knitting, dyeing and products. They’re 

managing their original high-gauge knitting machine and jacquard machine that can freely express 

various pattern masterfully and pursuing to create high-quality, high-value-added products with 

excellent comfort and morphological stability.They announce their knit collection twice a year at the 

highest quality material exhibition, “Premiere Vision” in Paris and “Milano Unica” in Milan, and have 

the confidence of many top maisons both in Japan and overseas.
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Focusing on the development of materials with an eye on the future of the textile industry, they actively 

use sustainable raw materials (recycled cotton, organic cotton, BCI cotton, no-mulling wool, recycled 

polyester, etc.). <SUVIN RECYCLE ORGANIC> and <COOL MAX ECOMADE> were born as in-

house developed yarns. The “experience value of manufacturing” cultivated with Japanese craftsmen 

and the “creativity” necessary for manufacturing that considers the global environment in the future are 

going together and creating original high gauge knit products that only <KANEMASA> can produce.

Also, at <HERITAGE STOCK PROGRAM> we, J.PRESS ORIGINALS are working on, we are 

creating products that evolve traditional products of the United States and the United Kingdom to a 

higher level with the finest industrial products by the aesthetic sense of Made in Japan. The product 

created by the intersection of the two sensibilities realized in this collection has the potential to become 

a “Heritage piece” in the future.



Style no. BZ OA SS 0070 Material. KANEMASA × J.PRESS ORIGINALS 
Composition. Cotton 31%, Polyester 69% Size. M, L Color. Gray-004, Navy-075 Country of  origin. Japan 

Knit 3B Baggy Blazer
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A blazer developed by KANEMASA using a 46g ultra-high density knit fabric that is knitted by interknitting 

sustainable “SRO yarn” and <Recycled polyester>. By the original jacquard machine that can freely 

manipulate the knitting structure, we succeeded in expressing the SOLARO (jewel beetle pattern) that 

could not be achieved until now with knit. It is a luxury material that you can enjoy exquisite color changes 

depending on the condition of natural light and interior light. It’s difficult to sew due to large expansion 

and contraction since this structure is too fine when docking knit fabric and woven fabric, but it is finished 

in beautiful sewing with one of the best craftsmanship in Japan. It’s wearable seasonlessly with the unlined 

back allows it to be worn, and the silhouette is slightly loose. We aimed to create a blazer that can be used 

habitually for many years without stiffness. The three gold buttons at the front are J.PRESS ORIGINALS 

classic yet the biggest accent. The box silhouette gives you allowance into the chest width, and the armholes 

are also slightly bigger, so you can use it genderlessly with the size that covers various body shapes.



Style no. HS OA SS 0070 Material. KANEMASA × J.PRESS ORIGINALS 
Composition. Cotton 47%, Polyester 53% Size. M, L Color. Gray-004, Sax-073 Country of  origin. Japan

Knit Typewriter Baggy Fit Shirt
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Since 46G Super High Gauge typewriter fabric is made from recycled raw cotton from Soobin which has 

a high rare value, <Suvin Recycle Organic> which are a blend of organic ultra-long cotton and Recycled 

polyester, so that we can bring the silky touch into reality. Also, we express the elegant and luxurious luster 

by the ultra-high density and the unique tension by the original resin processing. There is an advantage that 

offers the versatility as daily wear because of easy care with high stretchability and morphological stability 

while giving off a dressy impression. Thin high-gauge knits that are difficult to sew are sewn excellently at 

one of Japan’s leading knit shirt factory, and all its finish is rolled down and lockstitched. The backbone of 

the brand is incorporated into like the beautiful embroidery by craftsmen made in Japan is worked on the 

chest. The coloring has depth by two bath dyeing and the pattern creates a unique drape to make the luxury 

fabric oversize consciously. A high-level new standard knit shirt has been completed in every respect.



Style no. HS OA SS 0071 Material. KANEMASA × J.PRESS ORIGINALS 
Composition. Cotton 44%, Polyester 56% Size. M, L Color. Stripe-173 Country of  origin. Japan 

Knit Typewriter Baggy Fit Shirt ST
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We create delicate London stripes to manipulate the KANEMASA’s original jacquard machine which can 

freely express various patterns by skilled craftsmen. Using original raw materials <Suvin Recycle Organic> and 

Recycled polyester that have both sustainability and high quality silky touch, we have finished a high gauge 

knit shirt that boasts the best comfort while considering the environment. Details such as sewing around the 

sleeves, cufflinks, butterfly shell buttons and yoke position are the dress shirt itself. We have achieved the best 

and high-class feel by performing “roll-down lockstitching”, which involves rolling the edges of the fabric 

so that it cannot be seen, and sewing it face down a one of Japan’s leading knit shirt factories. It’s designed 

to fit various body shapes even though it is oversized because of the typewriter fabric which is a high-

density woven fabric and has elasticity. A new luxury and loose shirt that combined the dressiness created by 

textiles and the casualness of patterns is a product that can only be achieved by KANEMASA and J.PRESS 

ORIGINALS. Please come and experience this product which is rich in originality.


